INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of smart phones and the development of positioning technologies, the user's location information can be acquired more easily than ever before, which has made a rapid development of location based social networks (LBSNs) such as Foursquare, whrrl, Gowalla and so on. In a LBSN (See Figure 1 ), users can track and share their experience on the points of interest (POIs), or things happened there with their social friends anywhere and anytime. We call these actions as "check-in". People's different kinds of life style and personal preference just hide behind these location data. By analyzing the sign in the data, we can better understand the people's mobility patterns and preference, which in turn brings more convenience to users' life time and enables a variety of services including mobile recommendation [1] , place advertisement, intelligent transportation, and Urban Computing. With the increasing of influence of the LBSN, the check-in data has attracted more and more researchers recently, and the study of location prediction becomes the focus in the present stage. It has met unprecedent-
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Most researchers on this field have figured out the extreme importance of historical check-ins in location prediction [2, 3, 4] , so their proposed prediction algorithms have heavily depended on regular or repetitive mobility patterns. However, due to personality trait of neophilia, users also show tendency of exploring novel POIs in human mobility, for instance, people may want to have a change in diet, or do some new sports with their friends, so they may go to a new restaurant, or a novel stadium. Such behavior is more salient on location-based social networks (LBSNs) due to users' proactive check-in behavior. Hence, we study the check-in dataset on a real LBSN-Gowalla.
We put each user's check-in data in an order according, and then check different time period of the dataset. According to a simple statistics, we find that given that 80% days of check-in history of each user are observed, while over 50% of the rest check-in locations are not in the observed history of each user, as shown in Figure 2 . At the same time on average users log more than 25% check-ins happened at novel locations, shown in Figure 3 . Due to the existence of such behavior and beyond the reach of regularity, those existing prediction algorithms will face great challenges. In fact, the location prediction not only depends on the regular human mobility but also relies on how to determine those unvisited candidate locations.
In order to solve this problem, we not only propose a set of features that aim to describe the regular mobility patterns, but also make full use of the collaborative social knowledge to analysis the users' mobility patterns on the unvisited locations. For the regular mobility patterns, we extract a set of features contains historical visits frequency, two different kind of temporal features. For the mobility patterns on the unvisited locations, we use the collaborative filtering technology to calculate the users' location preferences, including user preferences, social influence and the geographical influence. Finally, we further extend our stud combining all individual features in two supervised learning models, based on linear regression and M5 model trees, to get a higher overall prediction accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide some background on conventional location prediction and review some related works in the literature. In section 3, we formalize the problem of location prediction in detail. We then describe in detail the set of prediction features employed to tackle the location prediction problem, include the regular mobility patterns on the visited location and mobility patterns on the unvisited locations. In Sections 4 and 5, we evaluate the performance of each of the individual prediction features and exploit the union of individual features in two supervised learning models, then analyze experimental results, respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
To understand a user's check-in behavior, the historical analysis of the user is inevitable, because the historical check-ins provide rich information about a user's interests and hints about when and where a particular user would like to go. In addition, social correlation [3] is another important influence. Hence, there is much work on mobility modeling with these. For example, in paper [4] , Chang, et al. proposed a logistic regression model and they found that users always like to check in the place they often visited before, in other words, the check-in frequency of the historical check-ins made by the user make a strong influence. In paper [5] , Song, et al. proposed an Order-k Markov Model considers the short-term effect of historical check-ins, which is reported as a state-ofthe-art prediction algorithm for location prediction. In paper [2] , Cho, et al. used the temporal pattern of users' check-in data in their periodic social based model to do the location prediction. They found that the social relationship make a small but significant effect. In paper [6] , Gao, et al. firstly introduced the HPY language model for modeling the user's historical check-in sequences of LBSNs for each user to capture power-law distribution and short term effect of check-in behavior. They proposed a social-historical model (SHM) that enabled them to study the importance of social-historical ties in affecting user's check-in behavior. In paper [7] Sadilek, et al. proposed a Dynamic Bayesian Network model to predict users' future locations based on their friends with the presence of temporal information. Nevertheless, the major discovery from these researches is still the importance of users' preference. Because users always like to return to previously visited locations, even after a long time of the services usage.
MOBILITY PREDICTION FEATURES
In this section, we firstly define the problem of location prediction, and then describe in detail the set of prediction features employed to location prediction problem. Given the current check-in of a user, we aim to predict the next place that the user will check in, considering thousands of candidate POIs
Problem define
In a LBSN, we define a set of users U and a set of locations L, which keeps track of check-in activities in the system. Each check-in activity c by u is defined as a triple {u, l, t}, where represents a POI and t is the check-in's timestamp. The set of check-ins for a specific user ui as i u c and the total set of check-ins are denoted as C. We then define the location prediction problem as follows. Now given a user ui whose current check-in is ci,j (to POI lj at time t′), our aim is to calculate the probability of POI visited by the user and then rank the set of locations L so that the next POI to be visited by the user will be ranked at the highest possible position in the list.
Regular mobility patterns on the visited location
Historical Visits Frequency: To each user, some place will be frequently visited, such as home, work place and so on. There is no doubt that historical visits frequency can reflect the user preference on some locations to a certain extent. By measuring the frequency of a target visited POI , we are aiming to assess to what extent the next check-in of a user is likely to emerge at a place that has been visited by the user in the past. Formally we have
Temporal Features: Most of the user's behavior is cyclical. For instance, if the user is a student, he may be go to school at 8 am, and then go back home at 6 pm, during the time he may also have a diet on time. In order to investigate the temporal features of repetitive check-ins, we consider the returning probability [8] of each user, defined as the probability that a user will recheck in at a POI t hours after her first check-in at the POI, as shown in Figure 4 . Hence, we define time aware features that capture information on temporal patterns of visits to specific places. Formally we have
returns a value corresponding to the day of the week of time t. Similar to day of the week, the probability of checking in at a POI is also varied during different hours of the day. So we give a similar definition follows for the number of check-ins that POI has at a given hour of a day
returns a value corresponding to the day of the hour of a day t.
Mobility patterns on the unvisited locations
As users also show tendency of exploring novel POIs in human mobility, the location prediction not only depends on the regular human mobility but also relies on how to determine those unvisited candidate locations. Here we exploit three features in the state-ofthe-art location recommendation for this purpose.
User-based Collaborative Filtering: The first one is user-based collaborative filtering (UCF) based on the similarity between users on location visit history. 
Time(day)
Let U be a set of users, L be a set of locations (i.e., POIs), and R be a user-location rating matrix derived from check-in activities, where each entry ri,j denotes whether the user ui checked at a location . Given a certain entry ri,j = 0 represents has not visited location, and where ri,j = 1 represents ui has a check-in at location lj before. We denote the prediction by UCF u p , and obtain this predicted check-in probability as follows.
Where w i,k is the cosine similarity measure between users ui and u k computed by using the user-based CF method [9] : 
Social Collaborative Filtering:
The user-based and CF techniques do not consider the social influence among users. But in a LBSN, social correlation is a significant influence. This is because a user's preference is usually influenced by her close friends or a group of friends that are likely to share some common interests. For example, friends often go to some places like shopping store or restaurants together, or a user may watch movie in a cinema recommended by her friends. We denote the predicted check-in probability as follows.
, . ) ( (6) Where sw i,k is the cosine similarity measure between users. A simple but effective method can be used to derive a measure of the social similarity between users ui and u k [10] :
Where η is a tuning parameter ranging within [0, 1], and Fk and Lk denote the friend set and POI set of user u k , respectively.
Geographical Influence: The geographical position is another factor we consider. This is because users always tend to visit locations around centers, such as some POIs near their home. Cheng, et al. [11] argued this and assumed that the check-in locations follow a Gaussian distribution at each center. They also agree with the observation that the POIs visited by the same user tend to be clustered geographically. Therefore we can greatly reduce the complexity of geographical influence by means of an influence propagation scheme. Concretely, we model the personalized distribution of the distance between any pair of locations visited by the user using kernel density estimation, since it can be used with arbitrary distributions and without the assumption that the form of the distance distribution is known.
Following the definition of kernel density estimation, the density at location k with respect to a user u, who has checked in at Nu POIs, is represented as,
is the kernel function and h is a smoothing parameter, called the bandwidth. d (ln, k) is the distance function between location ln and k. In this paper, we apply the most popular normal kernel [12] :
In particular, for each observed location ln, its geographical influence is propagated to all candidate locations within d km. In particular, each candidate k
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first introduced the dataset used in the experiment and the way to handle it in detail. Since our goal is location prediction, here we use the prediction accuracy to measure the performance when using different prediction list sizes N, which we note as Accuracy@N. Then we calculate the probability of each individual prediction features presented previously to predict the next location with different Accuracy@N. Lastly, we combine each of the individual prediction features presented previously into a supervised learning frame-work and we use linear ridge regression and M5 decision trees in this case.
Dataset description
We use publicly available large-scale real check-in data sets that were crawled from Gowalla [2] , respectively. The data set contain 6,423,854 check-ins at 1,280,969 POIs from 107,092 users, where each user has 60 check-ins and checks in at 37 POIs on average. Since the location prediction model of users with a few check-ins are not well trained, we empirically remove users who have fewer than 80 check-ins. As the same reasons, we also remove POIs that have fewer than 50 check-ins. As a result, 144,053 users are kept and 887,736 links are remained among them on the Gowalla dataset. We aim to utilize the past check-in data to predict the next place that the user will check in in practice. We split each data set into the training set and the testing set in terms of the check-in time instead of using a random partition method. The check-in history of each user is split into a training portion (70%) and a testing portion (30%) in a chronological order. In the experiments, the training set is used to learn the location prediction models of the evaluated techniques.
Location prediction based on individual prediction features
Here we calculate the probability of each individual prediction features presented previously to predict the next location with different Accuracy@N, as shown in Figure 5 . 
Results:
The Accuracy@N results for all features are presented in Figure 5 . To the regular mobility patterns, we can distinguish the Historical Visits Frequency which achieves prediction accuracy 0.19 with Accuracy@10 and 0.36 with Accuracy@50. And the Temporal Feature had relatively low prediction accuracy. In particular, the Time of Day feature shows better prediction accuracy than the Time of Week feature, achieves an accuracy 0.09 and 0.20, which suggests that the user's behavior have stronger cyclicality of hours. To mobility patterns on the unvisited locations, the Social Collaborative Filtering feature shows the best prediction accuracy, which achieves 0.13 and 0.26. The UCF feature and the Geographical Influence feature also make influence on the location prediction. At the same time, all the prediction accuracy of the individual prediction features increased with the increasing size of the prediction list.
Supervised learning for location prediction
Here we combine each of the individual prediction features presented previously into a supervised learning framework. In order to improve predictions, our aim is to exploit the union of individual features. We assume that the individual features presented previously acting synchronously. To predict the next check-in location of a user we train supervised models in the training set. For each check-in in the training set, we build a training example x which encodes the probability of individual features and whose label y is positive. Since we only know the location that users had checked in, but we do not know the location they do not like or do not want to go. One popular solution of this problem [13] is to randomly sample unvisited locations for each user as negative examples and learn pairwise preference based on these features. Essentially, we are aiming to teach the model what the crucial characteristics are which would allow to distinguishing places that attract user check-ins from those which would not. This method of training a model by providing feedback in the form of user preference has been established in the past [14] and corresponds to an effective reduction of the ranking problem to a binary classification task. Finally, we consider two different supervised models to learn how feature vectors x correspond to positive and negative labels: linear ridge regression and M5 decision trees [15] . The result shows in Figure 6 . 
Results:
We are now presenting the prediction results obtained when we train and test the two supervised learning models. According to the figure 6, the M5 trees have the best performance across all models. We can notice that M5 model trees dominate with Accuracy@10 equal to 0. tion, which means that their predictive power is not biased by part of individual prediction features. The linear model does better than all of the individual prediction features, but it fails to achieve high absolute performance. In addition, both of supervised learning models present similar trends with the individual prediction features in terms of how its accuracy scores improve relative to list size N. Overall, M5 model trees attain peak performance in prediction accuracy showing not only that a supervised approach that combines multiple features is more effective, but also the fact that this combination is more effective in a non-linear embedding.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of location prediction in the location-based social networks (LBSNs). We have collected and analyzed a real dataset of user check-ins from Gowalla. And we propose a set of features that aim to describe the regular mobility patterns such as historical visits frequency, two different kinds of temporal features, and also make full use of the collaborative social knowledge to analysis the users' mobility patterns on the unvisited locations, including user preferences based on UCF, the social influence and the geographical influence. Our results demonstrate that approaches based only on a particular facet of user behavioral data fail to achieve good performance. To simultaneously exploit the predictive power of multiple factors, we have proposed and evaluated an approach that combines different individual features and treats the location prediction task as a supervised learning problem. We evaluated two distinct supervised classifiers: a linear regression model and M5 model trees. The latter achieves noticeably higher performance than any other individual feature approach, improving prediction scores across different evaluation metrics. Until now, we have seen the effect our work in location prediction, but the accuracy is still not at a sufficient level. The first possible improvement can be proposing more features, such as the correlation among the POIs. The second improvement could be resorting to more complex classification models. On the other hand, we also need to test our study on more real data sets.
